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ABSTRACT Energy is one of the most important parts in human life. As a significant application of energy,
smart grid is a complicated interconnected power grid that involves sensors, deployment strategies, smart
meters, and real-time data processing. It continuously generates data with large volume, high velocity, and
diverse variety. In this paper, we first give a brief introduction on big data, smart grid, and big data application
in the smart grid scenario. Then, recent studies and developments are summarized in the context of integrated
architecture and key enabling technologies. Meanwhile, security issues are specifically addressed. Finally,
we introduce several typical big data applications and point out future challenges in the energy domain.

INDEX TERMS Big data, energy, smart grids, data processing, data mining, energy internet, survey.

I. INTRODUCTION
Smart grid is a major research and development direction in
today’s energy industry. It refers to the next generation power
grid which integrates conventional power grid and manage-
ment of advanced communication networks and pervasive
computing capabilities to improve control, efficiency, relia-
bility and safety of the grid [1]. Smart grid delivers electricity
between suppliers and consumers so as to form a bidirectional
electricity and information flow infrastructure. It fulfills the
demands of each stakeholder, functionality coordination in
electric power generation, terminal electricity consuming and
power market. It also improves the efficiency in each part of
the system operation and reduces the cost and environmental
impact. At the same time, the system reliability, self-healing
ability and stability are improved [2].

Integrating telecommunication, automation and electric
network control, smart grid requires reliable real-time data
processing. To support this requirement and benefit future
analysis and decision making, huge amount of historic data
should be well fetched and stored in a reasonable time budget.
In addition, there are various sources that huge amount of data
can be generated through diverse measurements acquired by
Intelligent Electronic Devices (IEDs) in the smart grid:

• Data from power utilization habits of users;
• Data from Phasor Measurement Units (PMUs) for situ-
ation awareness;

• Data from energy consumption measured by the
widespread smart meters;

• Data from energy market pricing and bidding collected
by Automated Revenue Metering (ARM) system;

• Data from management, control and maintenance of
device and equipment in the electric power generation,
transmission and distribution in the grid;

• Data from operating utilities, like financial data and
large data sets which are not directly obtained through
the network measurement.

All aforementioned sources increase the grid’s data vol-
ume. According to the investigation in [3], by 2009 the
amount of data in electric utilities’ system has already
reached the level of TeraBytes (TBs). With every passing day,
more TBs of data are emerging at infrastructure company data
centers. This fact accelerates the pace of big data technology
applying to the smart grid area.

To obtain a better understanding of the big data appli-
cation on smart grid, we give an overview of energy big
data (big data applied in the energy domain) covering the
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recent researches and development in the context of an
integrated architecture, key enabling technologies, security,
typical applications and challenges.

The remainder of this survey is organized as follows.
Overview of the energy big data is provided in Section II,
and related analytics frameworks are presented in Section III.
In Section IV, key enabling technologies are listed. Section V
illustrates the security issues and Section VI looks into main
application areas. Challenges are discussed in SectionVII and
Section VIII concludes this paper.

II. BACKGROUND
A. SMART GRID
Smart grid is a form of electric power network. It is a combi-
nation of all the power utilities resources, both of renewable
and non-renewable. As a significant innovation, smart grid
provides automatic monitoring, protecting and optimizing
for the operation of the interconnected systems. Not only
covering the traditional central generator in the transmission
network and emerging renewal distributed generator in the
distribution system, it also serves industrial consumers and
home users in aspects of thermostats, electric vehicles and
intelligent appliances [4]. Characterized by the bidirectional
connection of electricity and information sets, the smart grid
has formed an automated, widely distributed delivery power
network. Taking advantages from modern communications,
it can not only deliver real-time data and information but also
implement the instantaneous management balance of demand
and supply [5].

Operations on energy storage, demand response and com-
munication between terminal users and power companies
will make a real large scale data-communicated grid system.
This adds complexity in the conventional grid and promote
offering sustainable progresses to utilities and customers [6].
In order to match its complexity, many technologies are
exploited in the smart grid domain. Examples include wire-
less networks in telecommunications, sensor networks in
manufacturing, and big data in computer science. Especially,
big data is attracting more and more attention in the power
grid domain because it can help extract valuable information
from data sources of wide diversity and high volume.

B. BIG DATA TECHNOLOGY
Big data technology is an emerging technology which applies
to data sets where data size is so large and common data-
related technology tools are hard to capture, manage, and
operate under multi-limits. Common data-related technology
use a consistent, single, traditional data management frame-
work, which is only suitable for data with low diversity and
volume [7], [8]. If coming from diverse data sets, data will not
be correlated in space and time, and it is hard for those data
to get correlated to a unified and generalized power system
model [9]. Therefore, traditional data-related technology will
no longer guarantee reliable data management, operation,
etc. In this way, big data technology provides integrated

architectures for complex power grid, effective data analysis
to aware the unfavorable situation in advance, and various
data processing methods for different conditions [10]–[13].

C. BIG DATA IN SMART GRID
Data size in electric power systems have increased dramati-
cally, which results in gaps and challenges. The 4Vs data (data
with characteristics of volume, variety, velocity, and veracity)
in smart grid are difficult to be handled within a tolerable
operating time and hardware resources [14]. Therefore, the
big data technology has been introduced to the power system.
The emerging big data technology does not conflict with
classical analysis or pretreatment. In fact, it has already been
applied successfully as a powerful data-driven tool in numer-
ous research areas such as financial systems [15], quantum
systems [16], biological systems [17], and wireless commu-
nication networks [18].

Big data sets and their relationship with several sample
applications are depicted in Fig. 1.

FIGURE 1. Big data and applications.

In the aspect of the field measurement showed in Fig. 1,
the deployment of PMUs has improved the measurements on
instantaneous values of voltages and currents for operators
with accurate timestamps [19]. PMUs can be imported to
the state estimator to provide direct state measurement, since
they provide measurements in both magnitude and angle
aspects [20]. This is especially interrelated when the system
topology such as operations on automated breaker change
rapidly. PMU data can also be applied in protective relaying
operations [21]. The use of PMU data is helpful for more
accurate and more rapid tripping response in measurement.

In the aspect of distribution, the management of big data
is also crucial in order to facilitate applications in the fields
of demand response, Distributed Energy Resources (DERs),
and Electric Vehicles (EVs) [22]. Improved and secure
bi-direction communication and management of the associ-
ated big data are required for turning loads into dispatchable
resources, thus promoting DERs to participate in electricity
markets [23].
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1) MAIN TECHNIQUES
Over the past few years, almost all major companies have
launched their projects on big data, and brought a set of
tools which are brand new to the power industry. Those
companies include IBM, Oracle from IT domain, General
Electric, Siemens from the power grid domain and start-ups
like AutoGrid, Opower, and C3 [24]. In addition, scientists
have proposed a variety of techniques including optimization
and data mining to capture, analyze, process and visualize big
data that is of large volume and needed to be handled within
limited time.

In order to tackle communication problems and data pro-
cessing problems in the smart grid area, a variety of emerging
scalable and distributed architectures and frameworks have
been proposed. Rogers et al. [25] proposed an authenti-
cated control framework for distributed voltage supported
on the smart grid. A layered architecture was presented
for an optimized algorithm to follow a chain of command
from the transmission grid to the distribution grid [26].
In addition, many optimization methods have been exploited
to solve quantitative problems in smart grid branches such
as power distribution, sensor topology, etc. Furthermore,
Aquino-Lugo et al. [27] provided another analytical frame-
work using agent-based technologies to manage data
processing.

Data mining extracts valuable information from data sets.
It includes a series of clustering, classification and regres-
sion. A typical example of data mining under the smart
grid scenario is the grouping process of customers. Those
customers are grouped into different classes according to their
electricity consumption types and other characteristics. Then,
the clustering method is applied to generating residential load
documents [28] and differentiating pattern changes caused by
seasonal and temporal factors [29].

In smart grid, this data mining technology can be classified
into two categories: one is Artificial Intelligence (AI) for
modeling risk and uncertainty of obtained data [30], and the
other is estimation based on recorded data. Utilizing fuzzy
wavelet neural network [31] and estimating with nonparamet-
ric methods [32], data mining methods obtain enforcement
recently. For example, the fuzzy decision tree has been used
to classify disturbances of power quality [33].

2) MAIN TOOLS
Apache Hadoop is one of the most well-known and powerful
big data tools written in JAVA [34]. Providing platforms and
infrastructures for specific big data applications in business
and commerce, it plays an important role on big data related
companies, such as MapR, Cloudera and Hortonworks [35].
Hadoop usually consists of two major components, one is the
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) [36] and the other
is the Hadoop execution engine: MapReduce [37]. HDFS is
often applied for data storage while MapReduce is used in
data processing [38].

As for applications of data streaming, operation in
the electric power system needs real-time response for

data processing. For example, a technology called Storm is
designed especially for real-time data stream analysis [39].
In order to analyze and process interactively, the data is
generated from interactive environments. Users are able to
have real-time interaction with computers due to the direct
connection to it. Apache Drill is a distributed system used
for interactive analysis of the big data [40]. The purpose of
Drill is to have low latency in response to ad-hoc queries.
Therefore, it has the capability to process PetaBytes (PBs) of
data and trillions of records within seconds.

III. ENERGY BIG DATA: ARCHITECTURE
Supported by many kinds of different techniques, big data
analysis plays an important role in smart grid. One solution
architecture provides a three-tier framework for better dealing
with data high in volume, velocity and variety. For various
data generated from smart grid, an integrated architecture can
also be used for cloud storage and efficient processing.

A. ROLE OF BIG DATA IN THE SMART GRID
The data obtained from PMUs, smart meters, sensors and
other IEDs have opened up a plethora of chances, such
as predictive analytics, real-time vulnerability assessment,
theft detection, demand-side-management, economic dis-
patch, energy trading, etc [41].

Big data can help improve the smart grid management
to a higher level. For example, by enhancing the acces-
sibility of a customer’s electricity consumption data, the
demand response will be expanded and energy efficiency
will be improved [42]. Similarly, analyzing data obtained
from PMUs and IEDs will help to improve customer ser-
vice, prevent outages, maximize safety and ensure service
reliability [43], [44]. Furthermore, electric utilities are using
prediction data analytics for estimating several parameters
which are helpful to operate the smart grid in an efficient,
economical and reliable way. For instance, whether the excess
energy is available from renewable sources can be predicted
through accessing the ability of the smart grid to transmit it.
At the same time, calculating equipment downtime, accessing
power system failures, and managing unit commitment can
also be done effectively in high correlation with integrat-
ing distributed generation. Thus, the grid management state
will be enhanced, the efficiency will be improved and the
robustness of generation and deployment will be ensured.
With the integration of various distributed generating sources,
refined forecasting, load planning, and unit commitment are
more convenient to avoid inefficient energy transmitting or
dispatching extra generation.

B. A THREE-TIER ENERGY BIG DATA
ANALYTICS ARCHITECTURE
A widely accepted analytical framework of big data is shown
in Fig. 2, which has three layers including data access and
computing, data privacy, domain knowledge and big data
mining algorithm [45].

The inner core data mining platform is mainly responsible
for data access and computation process. With the increasing
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FIGURE 2. Three-tier big data analytics architecture.

growth of the data volume, distributed storage of large scale
data need to be taken into account while computing. That is
to say, data analysis and task processing are divided into mul-
tiple sub tasks and executed on a large number of computing
nodes through a parallel program.

The middle layer of the structure plays an important role
to connect inner layer and outer one. The data mining tech-
nology in the inner layer provides a platform for data-related
work in middle layer such as the information sharing, privacy
protection, and knowledge acquisition from areas and appli-
cations, etc. In the whole process, the information sharing is
not only the guarantee of each phase, but also the goal of
processing and analyzing with the big data in smart grid.

In the outer layer of the architecture, preprocessing is
necessary for the heterogeneous, uncertain, incomplete, and
multi-source data through data fusion technology. After pre-
processing, complex and dynamic data will be excavated,
and then, pervasive smart grid global knowledge can be
obtained through local learning and model fusion. Finally,
model and its parameters need adjustment according to the
feedback [46].

C. AN INTEGRATED BIG DATA ARCHITECTURE
IN THE SMART GRID
Based on big data analytics and cloud technology, an inte-
grated architecture can be used in the smart grid in many
ways, such as optimizing power transmission, controlling
power consumption, keeping the balance between power
demand and supply, etc [47]. This architecture takes advan-
tages of the three technologies including big data analyt-
ics, smart grid and cloud computing, which composes an
enhanced version of smart grid. The improved smart grid has
the following functionalities:

• Analyze the historic data and estimate the energy
production.

• Analyze the consumer behavior patterns about
electricity consumption to estimate the demand in
advance.

• Keep record of the energy production from different
sources and make decision to switch demands between
the high/low priority.

• Balance the load of the demand/supply chain.
• Do efficiently on the storage/transfer of the generated
power.

The improved smart grid architecture is illustrated in Fig. 3,
which consists of the smart grid, the HDFS and the related
cloud environment. In order to manage the storage and
retrieval of massive data, HDFS is used in this system. The
HDFS gives concentration on distributed storage to nodes
in racks [48]. This architecture also contains a database
including consumer behavior pattern, historic data, details in
power supply and demand. Each time the system estimates
the demand and calculates the supply, it will refer to the
consumer behavior patterns and historic data. These data are
stored in a cloud-based Cassandra DataBase (Cassandra DB).
This improved smart grid utilizes a prediction algorithm [49]
to estimate the demand and supply of electric power. In a
distributed environment, the smart grid uses distributed power
resources like solar, wind, nuclear sources, and is applied
in many areas, such as industrial production and social
infrastructure.

FIGURE 3. An improved smart grid architecture.
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IV. ENERGY BIG DATA: KEY TECHNOLOGIES
With the remarkable development of big data analysis in
energy domain recently, some significant technologies have
emerged to be applied in various fields. The key techniques of
big data in energy system can be divided into four categories:
data acquisition and storing, data correlation analysis, crowd-
sourced data control and data visualization. Among them the
data acquisition and storing is the most crucial component.
Crowd-sourced data control is applied especially to solve the
data problems which are hard to be processed. To obtain
better understanding of recent research trend, we analyze the
data acquisition and storing technologies in detail and take a
brief overview on big data technologies.

A. DATA ACQUISITION AND STORING
Data acquisition and storing is the initial problem in big data.
The big data technologies in acquisition and storing stage
gather data from various information in energy system. The
collected data are of different sources, different formats and
different features that is stored in data repositories.

The acquisition and storing technology of big data belongs
to data management which involves data fusion, data integra-
tion, data management, and data transforming which is usu-
ally called Extract Transform Load (ETL) technology [50].
Fig. 4 shows the data acquisition and storing flow using
ETL technology.

FIGURE 4. Data acquisition and storing.

Data acquisition involves data access and collection. Since
data have private information, its confidentiality and secu-
rity should be considered during accessing and transmitting.
We investigate several homomorphic encryption and decryp-
tion methods for data access and storing. Further, secure data
aggregation and routing are also studied in this part.

1) HOMOMORPHIC ENCRYPTION SCHEME
The transmitted information are always private, so encryp-
tion technology is necessary to prevent unpredictable
attacks [51], [52]. Paillier [53] used an homomorphic
probabilistic encryption scheme to deal with the compos-
ite residuosity class problem. Boneh et al. [54] proposed
another homomorphic encryption scheme which can encrypt

the information and ensure the confidentiality. The encryp-
tion protocol has three following components:
• Key generation: When given a security coefficient, this
algorithm generates public keys and global parameters.
Set n = q1 · q2, where q1, q2 are primes. Select N ∈ Z∗

n2
such that N has an order which is a multiple of n and
Zn2 = {0, 1, 2, · · · , n, · · · , n

2
−1}, whereZ∗ represents

the adjoint matrix of Z. Set λ(n) = lcm(q1 − 1, q2 − 1),
where lcm means the least common multiple. Let i rep-
resents the i-th intended receiver that a message is sent
for. Then the public key of i-th receiver can be expressed
as: PK [i] = (n,N ), the secret key can be expressed as:
SK [i] = (λ(n)).

• Encryption method: Select m ∈ Zn which represents
a message. Choose a random number r ∈ Z∗n. Then
the ciphertext c can be given by: c = E(m) = Nmrn

mod n2 where rn is an enhancing factor to make the
homomorphic computation indeterministic.

• Decryption method: Decryption from c to m is accord-
ing to:

m = D(c) =
L(cλ(n) mod n2)
L(Nλ(n) mod n2)

mod n,

where the L-function takes input from the data set
U = {u|u = 1 mod nandu < n2} and the output can be
calculated in: L(u) = (u− 1)/n.

Supposing c1 = E(m1) and c2 = E(m2) are two ciphertexts
for m1, m2 ∈ Zn respectively, then the sum of the plaintexts
S can be obtained from the ciphertexts: S = D(c1 · c2
mod n2) = (m1 + m2) mod n.
Except for the additive homomorphism model above, the

same information can be encrypted into different cipher-
texts by various homomorphism encryption techniques.
Rivest et al. [55] used a multiplicative homomorphism
encryption method to keep privacy and authority in an elec-
tronic mail system. Gentry [56] proposed fully homomorphic
scheme which can support complicated functions.

2) SECURE AGGREGATION BY SMART METERS
In power network, data can be aggregated through Home
Area Network (HAN), Building Area Network (BAN), and
NeighboringAreaNetwork (NAN) in theway that customers’
privacy is protected [57]. For each HAN, there is a gateway
smart meter called han which collects and sends information
to the BAN. The gateway smart meter ban in BAN aggregates
these information and sends them to the gateway smart meter
nan in the neighborhood area. Finally, nan in NAN reports all
the information to the data repository which is monitored by
the Remote Terminal Unit (RTU).

Ruj and Nayak [58] proposed a new decentralized security
framework to keep the whole aggregation process safe. The
i-th RTU Ri in data repository is securely given a public key
PK [i] = (n,N ) and a secret one SK [i] = (λ(n)) as in the
key generation in additive homomorphismmodel. Each smart
meter knows the public key PK [i] of its nearest RTU data
repository Ri in the network. The j-th gateway smart meter
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hanj in HAN sends a data packet that consists of two fields:
the attribute field a and the power consumption field pj cor-
responding with different attributes. The power consumption
field can be encrypted with the data repository public key.
Then the packet can be described as: PPK [hanj] = a||cj =
a||E(pj) = a||(Nmjrnj mod n2), where PPK [hanj] is short
for the packet sent by smart meter gateway hanj and rj ∈ Z∗n
is randomly chosen by the smart meter.

The attribute field will be checked in BAN. When the
packet is sent to the BAN, the gateway banl will aggregate all
the packets which have the same set of attributes into a new
packet and process the aggregated power consumption. This
aggregated result can be given by: cbanl =

∏
hanj∈HAN chanj .

The new packet can be described as: PPK [banl] = a||cbanl .
Packets aggregated by a set of gateway smart meters
{ban1, ban2, · · · , banj} then will be sent to the NAN. The
NAN gateway nank aggregates the packets and operations the
information at the same way of ban. The aggregated result
can be figured out by: cnank =

∏
banl∈BAN cbanl . The new

packet PPK [nank ] = a||cnank will be sent to the nearest data
repository. The RTU Ri in the data repository will receive
packets and decrypt the encrypted results by using its secret
key SK [i]. Thus the RTUs can aggregate information without
knowing what exact data was send by the smart meters at
the HANs. The whole aggregation progress is similar to a
spanning tree, where the HAN is at the bottom and data
repository is at the top.

3) ACCESS CONTROL SCHEME
All the sensitive information must be sent separately to
the specific terminals, thus access should be restricted and
controlled. Sahai and Waters [59] proposed a cryptographic
protocol called Attribute Based Encryption (ABE) which is
mainly to distribute attributes to senders and receivers so that
only the receiver with matching attributes set has the access to
the data. However, this protocol is restricted to only support
threshold access structures. Therefore, many researches have
been launched to improve this protocol. Goyal et al. [60]
proposed a novel ABE scheme called Key-Policy
based (KP-ABE) scheme which can handle any mono-
tonic access structure. Bethencourt et al. [61] proposed
another type of protocol which is known as Ciphertext-Policy
ABE (CP-ABE). In these schemes, ciphertexts are encrypted
under a given access structure with a set of attributes. Only
a receiver has a matching attributes set can it decrypt the
information.

Lewko andWaters [62] proposed an access control scheme
and gave limited access to authorized data users. It is mainly
based on a ABE cryptographic technique where RTUs have
attributes and cryptographic keys distributed by multiple Key
Distribution Centers (KDCs). When an RTU Ri wants to
store a message m, Ri defines an access structure S firstly
which helps it to select the authorized users to access the
message m. Ri then creates a k × l-matrix R (k represents
the attributes’ number in the access structure and l is the
leaves’ number in the access spanning tree). Ri also defines

a mapping function ψ of which rows is a set of attributes:
ψ : {1, 2, · · · , k} → W, where W means a attributes set.
Obviously, ψ is a permutation. Then the RTU Ri runs the
ABE encryption algorithm to calculate the ciphertext C by
C = ABE .Encrypt(m,R, ψ). Ciphertext C is thus stored in
the data repository. If a user u has a valid set of attributes, his
request to access to the ciphertext C from the data repository
will be accepted and theC will be decrypted into the message
m by m = ABE .Decrypt(C, {SK [i, u]}), where SK [i, u] rep-
resents the secret key of KDC corresponding to the attribute i
given to the user u.

4) DATA STORING AND ROUTING
The large amount of data generated by the widespread
sensor networks in the smart grid requires scalability,
self-organization, routing algorithms and efficient data dis-
semination. Generally, the content of the data should be
more important than the identity of the sensor used to store
data [63]. Therefore, comparing with the common routing
technology, the data-centric storing and routing technologies
have been developed more rapidly in recent decades.

In the data storing and routing technology, the data is
defined and routed referring to their names instead of the
storage node’s address. The data can be queried for users after
defining certain conditions and adopting certain name-based
routing algorithms, like the Data-Centric Storage (DCS)
and the Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) algo-
rithm [64]. In these algorithms, each data object belongs to an
associated key and each working node stores a group of keys.
Any node in the system is allowed to locate the storage node
for any key and every node can input and output files based
on its keys, via a hash-table-like interface. The following
example shows the data storage algorithm in information
encryption and decryption.
• Encrypt2DS: Each terminal user can encrypt informa-
tion I into a ciphertextCDS with the data storage encryp-
tion algorithm, which encrypts with params and the
data storage identity DS in the regional cloud nodes.
Therefore, this encryption process is denoted as:

CDS ← Encrypt2DS(params,DS, I ).

• Decrypt2DS: Each regional cloud node can decrypt an
accepted ciphertext CDS into the information I with the
data storage decryption algorithm, which decrypts with
params and the private key KDS relevant to the data
storage identity DS. Therefore, this decryption process
is denoted as:

I ← Encrypt2DS(params,KDS ,CDS ).

B. DATA CORRELATION ANALYSIS
The big data technologies in data analysis involve correlation
analysis, data mining and machine learning. Through data
analysis techniques, valuable information can be extracted
from large amount of big data in a power system.
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Correlation is a well-known statistical and mathematical
method for the compatibility analysis of large data sets.
Meier et al. [65] successfully used Pearson Product-Moment
correlation to determine how well data is linearly correlated.
Given two independent input data sets of X , Y with the length
ofN , and X , Y being either the phase data values of two PMU
sites or the momentary magnitudes, the Pearson correlation
submits to a correlation coefficient C (C ∈ [−1, 1]), which
is based on the following equation:

C =

∑N
i=1(XY )−

∑N
i=1 X

∑N
i=1 Y

N√
(
∑N

i=1(X2)− (
∑N

i=1 X )2

N )× (
∑N

i=1(Y 2)− (
∑N

i=1 Y )2

N )
.

Two application-specific improvements and modifications
have been made to this mathematical formula. Firstly,
because the algorithm was made incremental, each i data
point (xi, yi) could be gained from the Phasor Data Con-
centrator (PDC) engine and incorporated into its correlation
coefficient at once. Thus, there is no need to directly calculate
each average, summation, and standard deviation at each time
step repeatedly. This helps reduce the operation time. Sec-
ondly, the correlation algorithm is set to maintain correlation
information through varying windows of time. The stream
data structure actually maintains multiple separate points to
terminal positions of each defined sliding window. However,
separate lists for each sliding window are not created. Rather,
points from a single list are controlled to minimize memory
usage and copies of data which are already managed.

Correlation analysis techniques can figure out correlation
or causal relationship and have been widely applied in power
system for making investment decisions and forecasting the
electric power load. As mentioned above, data mining ranges
in the most popular techniques of data analysis, which is
mainly applied for prediction and presentation in power grid.
Machine learning is also widely applied in energy system.
Pandy et al. [66] used correlation analysis of big data to
support machine learning through best fit linear regression of
large data sets. In addition, correlation analysis also applies
for monitoring power equipment conditions, assessing tran-
sient stability, etc [67].

De Silva et al. [68] proposed an Incremental Summariza-
tion and Pattern Characterization (ISPC) framework using
data mining technology to address problems in energy con-
sumption analysis. This framework has two basic functions:
incremental learning and interim summarization. Incremental
learning can extend dynamic self-organization of senor nodes
in power grid with the dynamic topology preservation tech-
nology. Using a structure-adapting feature map, this technol-
ogy can ensure natural groupings in the data being exposed.
The structure adaption is affected by a total quantization error
Ei,t , predefined values x andw, a spread factor which controls
growth of the dynamic feature map:

Ei,t =
∑
Hi

D∑
j=1

(xj(t)− wj(t))2,

where Hi means the ith hit node and D refers to the numbers
of energy environment location phases.WhenEi,t exceeds the
spread factor, the network structure will be adapted to fit this
change, through growing new energy nodes or distributing
the error to neighboring nodes. Interim summarization uses
dimensional model representing the power environment in
order to generate online digests of flow data. The digests
facilitates data analysis in various directions, such as trend
analysis, granularity exploration and ad-hoc querying.

C. CROWD-SOURCED DATA CONTROL
Although various technologies can be applied for different
data processing periods, some vital data management and
analysis tasks in the power system cannot be addressed
completely by data processing technologies. However, these
hard tasks such as entity resolution, sentiment analysis, and
image recognition, can be dealt with human cognitive abil-
ity [69]. Generally, utilizing the capabilities of the crowd
is an effective method to handle computer-hard tasks in the
power system. Therefore, crowd-sourced data management
has aroused increasing attention in energy big data research,
such as data integration [70], knowledge construction [71],
data cleaning [72], etc. In the energy domain, widespread
sensor nodes are the same as workers in crowd-sourced data
control. As workers being task operators, sensor nodes are
always assigned to deal with diverse data collected from
power grid.

Problems in crowd-sourced data control can be divided
into two groups: quality control and cost control. The quality
control is the most important because crowd-sourcing often
generated relatively low-quality results or even noise. Thus,
we will analyze quality control in detail.

1) QUALITY CONTROL
The first step of the quality control is to characterize workers’
quality, includingmodeling workers and defining parameters.
The current researches have proposed several methods to
model a worker’s quality. We summarize some as follows.
• Worker Probability [73]–[75]
In worker probability, each worker’s quality is taken as a

single parameter p ∈ [0, 1], which indicates the accuracy rate
of the worker’s answer:

p = Prob(the worker ′s answer = the task ′s true answer).

For example, if a worker’s answer has a probability of
80 percent to be correct, the workers quality would be char-
acterized as p = 0.8. Since the accuracy parameter p is
defined in the range of [0, 1], some studies extend it with two
approaches:
i) Extending to a wider range of (−∞,+∞), which

enables a higher probability to the correct answer [76].
ii) Extending another parameter as a confidence interval to

describe how confident the calculated p is. For example,
if the confidence interval is ranged among [0.3, 0.8], it
may narrow to [0.55, 0.6] after a worker answeringmore
tasks [77].
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• Confusion Matrix [78]
Confusion matrix is often used to represent a worker’s abil-

ity to process single-choice tasks with n potential answers.
A confusion matrix is a n× n matrix:

P =


P1,1 P1,2 · · · P1,n
P2,1 P2,2 · · · P2,n
...

...
. . .

...

Pn,1 Pn,2 · · · Pn,n

,
where the i-th (i ∈ [1, n]) row represents the distribution of
the worker’s answers for the i-th task’s answer and the j-th
(j ∈ [1, n]) column represents the correct answer probability
of the j-th worker’s answer. Therefore,

pi,j = Prob(the worker ′s answer is j

| the task ′s true answer is i).

Some techniques are studied in order to compute the
parameters in worker models as above, and we just introduce
two typical examples:
• Qualification Test [78]
The qualification test sets a series of tasks with known

true answers. Only when the workers pass the qualification
test and achieve good marks can they answer the real answer
tasks. Referred to the worker’s test answers, the worker’s
quality can be deduced. For instance, if a worker is modeled
by Worker Probability and he answers correctly 8 out of 10
test tasks, his quality is p = 0.8.
• Test-Injected Method [79]
The gold-injected method integrates test tasks and real

tasks. For instance, if 10 percent of tasks are set as test tasks,
each time when a worker is assigned with 10 tasks, he will
take 1 test task and 9 real tasks. Based on the accuracy of
worker’s answers on test tasks, his quality can be calculated.
However, this method is different from the qualification test
because worker doesn’t know that some tasks are the tests.

When the workers are in the low quality, worker elimina-
tion is essential to improve the whole quality. There are many
approaches to detect low-quality workers. A simple one is
still using qualification test or test-injected method. It uses
test tasks to compute the worker’s quality and workers with
low quality (e.g. p ≤ 0.5) are not allowed to process the real
tasks. Therefore, the overall quality can keep ranging in a high
level.

2) COST CONTROL
The crowd is not free. When there are a lager number of tasks
to do, the crowd-sourcing can be quite expensive. Therefore,
cost control is challenging for crowd-sourced data control.
In recent researches, several effective techniques have been
proposed for cost control. One is pruning, which first applies
computer algorithms to preprocess all the tasks and remove
unnecessary tasks, guiding workers only to answer the essen-
tial tasks [80]. Another technique is task selection, which can
improve quality and reduce cost by prioritizing all the tasks
and selecting the most beneficial task to do first [81].

D. DATA VISUALIZATION
The data visualization of big data has three main components:
historical information visualization, geographical visualiza-
tion, and 3-dimensional visualization, which can intuitively
and accurately express information of electric power system.
The visualization technologies are used for monitoring real-
time power system status, which heighten the automation
degree of power system. If combined with complex system
network theories, it also can identify potential relationships
and patterns in smart grid.

Zhang et al. [82] proposed a 5ws parallel coordinate visu-
alization model for big data density analytics. The 5ws is
composed of: where did the data generate, when did the
data generate, why did the data generate, what was the data
content, how was the data transferred and who received the
data. Therefore, each data can be denoted into a function:
f (p, t, r, x, y, z), where p represents where data came from,
t represents the time stamp for each data incidence, r repre-
sents the reason data generated, x represents the data content
such as ‘‘attack’’, ‘‘like’’ or ‘‘dislike’’, y represents the way
data transferred and z represents the data receiver.
Assuming all n data items are in the time period

T {t1, t2, t3, · · · , tn}, a function set F can be set and contain
all data items within a certain time interval:

F = {f1, f2, f3, · · · , fn}.

For a specific data item, supposing p = α, r = β,
x = γ , y = δ, z = ε, the data pattern can be denoted as
f (p(α), t, r(β), x(γ ), y(δ), z(ε)). Therefore, the subset f(α,β,γ,δ,ε)
can be mapped in the parallel coordinates using 5 polylines,
which represent the data in 5ws dimensions at a particular
time. Then, a 5Ws parallel coordinate visualization will be
gained.

All key technologies and related work have been listed
in Table 1.

V. ENERGY BIG DATA: SECURITY
Although the integration big data with power grid realizes
high degree of network connectivity, it also brings complex
security vulnerabilities into grid [83]. From the perspective
of big data, we discuss the main security vulnerabilities and
requirements in privacy, integrity, authentication and third-
party protection. A summary of all four security aspects and
related work have been provided in Fig. 5.

A. PRIVACY
The customer power consumption data collected from smart
meters is a certain kind of privacy that showed be protected.
From the detailed consumption information, an insight into
a customer’s behavior can be obtained. Smart grid stores
customer privacy consequences and acts like an information-
rich channel which is easy to exploit users’ habits and offer
intelligence service. As the history shows in [84], a series
of financial or political incentives boost the development of
information mining and behavior learning technology.
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TABLE 1. Key technologies in energy big data.

Terminal user’s privacy is a well-known security problem
about big data applied in power system. Many approaches
have been proposed to solve the privacy problems during
data access. Li et al. [85] presented a distributed incremental
data aggregation approach by using neighborhood gateways.
Kalogridis et al. [86] introduced amethod to hide information
contained in the energy consumption data by using battery
storage. Rastogi and Nath [87] proposed a differential private
aggregation algorithm for time-series data which offers good
practical utility without any trusted server.

Although these solutions manage to support the utility and
privacy in various ways, they lack a robust theoretical basis
from both utility and privacy. Rajagopalan et al. [88] pro-
posed a theoretical framework which integrates most existing
solutions of the trade-off and provides a universal model in
smart meters. Such a theoretical framework is suitable for
many current problems of the privacy-utility tradeoff using
a technology-independent method. Assume that power con-
sumption data is distributed normally, a data sequence {xk}
is defined of random variables xk ∈ x, −∞ < k < ∞,
which generated by stationary continuous valued sources
with memory got via the autocorrelation function: Cxx(m) =
E[xkxk+m],m = 0,±1,±2, · · · . Then, in order to estimate

the privacy loss via the mutual information, authors would
perturb data between two data sequences.

Since continuous amplitude data transmission is lossy
through finite capacity network links, a tested sequence of
k-load measurements {xk} is usually quantized and com-
pressed before the transmission. Therefore, data perturbation
is needed to guarantee data privacy in some way. However,
such a perturbation also needs encoding and decoding to
maintain a desired level of fidelity.
• Encoding: Assuming that a smart meter can collect
n(n � 1) measurements in a time interval before
communication, and n is large enough to capture the
memory of data sources. Then the encoding function
performs a mapping of resulting source sequence Xn

=

{X1,X2, · · · ,Xn}, where Xk ∈ R, k = 1, 2, · · · , n, an
index Wi ∈Wn will be given by:

FE : Xn
→Wn

= {1, 2, · · · ,Wn},

where each index is a quantized sequence.
• Decoding: The decoder at the data collector computes
an output sequence X̂n

= {X̂2, X̂2, · · · , X̂n}, X̂k ∈ R, for
all X̂k , using the decoding function:

FD :Wn
→ X̂n.
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FIGURE 5. Security branches and related solutions.

The selection of the encoder should promote the input and
output sequences to achieve a desired utility which is given
by an average distortion constraint:

Dn =
1
n

n∑
k=1

E[(Xk − x̂k )2],

and a constraint on the privacy leakage about the desired
sequence {Yk} from the revealed one X̂k is quantized via the
leakage function:

Ln =
1
n
I(Y k ; X̂ k ),

where function E[·] computes the expectation and I(·) rep-
resents the mutual information. Dn and Ln are functions of
the number of measurements n. When stationary sources con-
verge to limiting values, the corresponding limiting values for
utility can be given by D = limn→∞ Dn and L = limn→∞ Ln
for privacy respectively [89].

B. INTEGRITY
Preventing unauthorized persons or systems modifying infor-
mation is all about integrity. In the smart grid domain the
integrity focuses on information such as sensor values, prod-
uct recipes and control commands. Avoiding modification
through message delay, message reply and message injection

are also its relevant work. Security issues may be caused by
the violation of integrity.

Liu et al. [90] pointed out that the risk of integrity-targeting
attacks in smart grid is indeed real. Compared to availability-
targeting attacks, integrity-targeting attacks are less brute-
force but more sophisticated. Either customers’ information
or network operation information can be the objective of the
integrity attacks. That is to say, modifying the original infor-
mation deliberately and then corrupting critical data exchange
in smart grid are the attempt of such attacks.

Ruj and Pal [91] proposed a targeted attack model in power
network where attackers attack nodes by removing them with
probability proportional to the nodes’ degree. Therefore, a
node with higher degree will be removed with higher prob-
ability. In the power network, once a node with higher degree
has been removed, the integrity of energy data collected by
nodes will be affected more. Note øk as the probability that a
node i of k degree hasn’t been removed:

øk = 1−
deg(i)∑

v∈VA deg(v)
= 1−

Ak−αA

2mA
,

where VA is the nodes set in power network NA, αA is the
power-law coefficient, mA represents the number of edges
in NA, deg(i) = Ak−αA represents the degree of node i and
αA = 0 means the random removal of nodes.
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Several studies have been conducted to address integrity
attack. Xie et al. [92] firstly investigated the impact of
integrity attacks on energy market through virtual bidding.
They showed the process of an attack constructing a prof-
itable attacking strategy without being detected. This result
is helpful to examine the potential loss caused by such attack.
Kosut et al. [93] evaluated the proposed data attacks by
generated market revenues and the work was further studied
by Jia et al. [94] in maximizing the revenues. Yuan et al. [95]
found that the data integrity attacks can result in increas-
ing system operating cost due to the inordinate generation
dispatch and energy routing. In order to control the real-
time Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) directly under data
attacks, Tan et al. [96] employed a control theory based
approaches to analyze the attack effect on pricing stability.
Esmalifalak et al. [97] adopted a novel approach to char-
acterize the relationship between attackers and defenders.
Tan et al. [98] proposed a novel systematic online attack
construction strategy which doesn’t need any power grid
topology or parameter information. They presented a corre-
sponding online defense strategy to identify the malicious
attack in smart grid. Further, Jia et al. [99] proposed an analy-
sis framework to quantify the data quality impact on real-time
LMP.All these related researches are based on the assumption
that attackers fully know about the targeted power systems
including the grid topology architecture, branch parameters
and other related information.

C. AUTHENTICATION
In general, authentication means to verify participator’s iden-
tity and map this identity to the existing authentication table
in power network. A user gains access to a smart grid commu-
nication system with a valid account. Most security solutions
use authentication as a basis to distinguish legitimate and
illegitimate identity [100].

Hamlyn et al. [101] proposed a utility network authen-
tication and security management in smart grid operations.
A new security architecture was designed for this manage-
ment to deal with actions and commands requests in multiple
security domains. However, their research only focused on
keeping electric power systems and electric circuits secure
in host areas. Furthermore, Fouda et al. [102] proposed
a light-weight message authentication mechanism which is
based on the Diffie-Hellman key establishment protocol.
This mechanism allows distributed smart meters to make
mutual authentication with low latency and has similari-
ties with secure aggregation technology above. Assume that
HAN gateway i and BAN gateway j both have their pri-
vate and secret key pairs which are respectively denoted
as PKhani , SKhani , PKbani , SKbani . The Diffie-Hellman key
establishment protocol will be adopted at the initial hand-
shake between HAN and BAN gateways [103]. Define
G = 〈g〉 as a group of large prime order p under the Com-
putational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) assumption. Otherwise, if
given ga, gb, for unknown a, b ∈ Z∗p, it is difficult to calculate
whether gab ∈ G. The following steps are shown the

procedure of the envisioned lightweight message authentica-
tion scheme:
• HAN gateway hani chooses a number a ∈ Z∗p) ran-
domly and computes ga, then sends ga with an encrypted
request packets to BAN gateway banj:

hani→ banj : {ga}{encr}PKbanj .

• Gateway banj in BAN decrypts the packets and sends a
encrypted response including gb(b ∈ Z∗p):

banj→ hani : {ga ‖ gb}{encr}PKhani .

• After receiving banj’s response packets, hani recovers ga

with its Secret Key (SK). If the result is correct, it means
that the banj is authenticated by hani. Then, with number
a and gb, hani can calculate the shared session key Ki =
H ((gb)a), where H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p is a cryptographic
hash function. Then hani sends gb to banj in plaintext.

• Once banj has received the correct gb, banj will authen-
ticate hani and also compute the session key using the
same way: Ki = H ((ga)b).

Because Ki is shared only between hani and banj, banj
can verify the authenticity of sender and the integrity of
messageMi. Thus, it can provide the NAN gateways with the
authenticated messages.

D. THIRD-PARTY PROTECTION
Damages via the communication systems, except safety haz-
ards of the controlled plant itself, can be averted by the
protection of a third-party, such as a cloud service provider.
The power system can be used for launching various attacks
on the smart grid or the third party after being attacked. This
will do damage to a smart grid system owner’s reputation, or
even reach to legal liability for damaging the third party.

Since the third party isn’t listed in authentication table in
power network, it may have no access permission. Trusted
Third Party (TTP) has been a promising approach for Person-
ally Identifiable Information (PII) in power system security.
Ranchal et al. [104] used a predicate encryption scheme and
multi-party computing to process identity data on untrusted
hosts. Shamir [105] proposed a threshold secret sharing
on private information. First a private data set D is divided
into n shares: {d1, d2, · · · , dn}. Then a threshold t is chosen
to recover D. This operation may require t or more shares of
arbitrary Di. Ben-Or et al. [106] defined a multi-party com-
puting protocol which uses secret input from all the parties.
This protocol involves n mutual parties which only calculate
partial function outputs. In this protocol, one player from
a party has been selected as the dealer(DLR) and provided
partial outputs to figure out the full computation results.
Denote a linear function f of n degree which is known to n
parties, an arbitrary threshold t , the i-th party Pi, and xi as
the input of Pi for f . By using a set of input {x1, x2, · · · , xn},
n parties will calculate the output through f and send the result
to the DLR. Each Pi generates a polynomial hi of t degree
such that hi(0) = xi. When Pi sends one share to Pj in the
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TABLE 2. Key applications in energy big data.

left parties, Pi will compute the portion of function f using
this sent share.

VI. ENERGY BIG DATA: APPLICATIONS
We take a brief overview on three application directions of
big data: renewable energy, demand response and EVs. Each
direction contains numerous technical fields, as shown in
TABLE 2. Although we present these three applications sep-
arately, there are no clear boundaries between them. Demand
response should be considered in both renewable energy and
EVs while EVs is also a concrete implementation of renew-
able energy.

A. RENEWABLE ENERGY
The new and renewable energy are integrated in the elec-
tric power generation, which is different from the tradi-
tional power generation mode. This difference causes the

measurement and management of generated data from elec-
tric power become increasingly difficult and complex. Since
the big data technology helps to make better prediction,
management and processing complex big data in the energy
domain, it has become increasingly popular and widely
applied in renewable energy companies once emerging.

Many researches have launched on various branches
of renewable energy. Paro and Fadigas [107] proposed a
methodology to measure and calculate the overall biomass
energy efficiency. This methodology can be applied in smart
programs about regeneration plants and generator groups
connected to a grid which will improve the efficiency contin-
uously. MacGillivray et al. [108] concentrated their attention
on marine energy. The marine energy have attracted consid-
erable interest but its commercial prospects mainly depend
on cost reduction and substantial learning. Therefore, the
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authors presented an explicit solution on the key uncertainties
involved in marine energy learning rates analyses including
wave and tidal stream. They provided a simple learning
model and describe a range of learning investments which
made marine energy technologies become cost-competitive.
Wool et al. [109] looked at the tribological design of three
green marine energy systems: tidal, offshore wind, and wave
machines. They pointed out that most marine renewable
energy conversion systems need tribological components to
promote rotational motion of wind or tidal streams to generate
electricity. Therefore, they studied and highlighted current
research thrusts to address present issues related to the tri-
bology of marine energy conversion technologies. As for
another important renewable energy sources, wind energy
has also attracted wide attention. For instance, in order to
improve the efficiency of electric power generation, the
Vestas Wind Technology Group of Denmark optimized the
wind turbine geographical placement by using big data tech-
nologies to analyze the data information including weather
reports, tidal conditions, satellite images and geographical
information [110]. Besides, they also updated the under-
lying architecture for better data collection and used big
data processing technologies to meet their high-performance
computing needs. Furthermore, Kaldellis [111] proposed an
optimum autonomous wind power system sizing for remote
consumers by using long-term wind speed data. Aiming to
improve the life quality level of remote consumers, they used
the proposed autonomous wind power systems to address
the electricity demand requirements, especially in high wind-
potential locations.

All researches above in different application areas have a
common purpose: cost minimization. In addition, owing to
the over-exploitation of fossil fuels, energy becomes precious
and energy consumption problem has arisen wide attention.
Kung and Wang [112] proposed a recommender system for
the best combination of renewable energy resources with
cost-benefit analysis, which include analytical module, cloud
data base, and user interface. This study used Markov Chain
to investigate the influences of decision-making related to
renewable energy and electricity demand in random time.
Since the historical electricity data is recorded in continuous
time series, Continuous Markov Chain can be applied to
analyze energy big data in order to help power enterprises
make optimal investment of renewable energy and evaluate
optimal energy configuration.

B. ENERGY DEMAND RESPONSE
The demand of electric power consumers has been expanding
along with the increasing use of machines and emerging
types of appliances such as EVs and smart home furniture.
Thus, the concern on the stability and reliability of electricity
supply has also been aroused. However, since the traditional
power grid lacks real-time response between demand and
supply, it cannot meet these demands due to its inflexible
distribution [113]. Therefore, demand response is expected
to be an aspect for the future smart grid.

Demand response is usually based on the classification
analysis [114]. Users can be classified into several types
according to climatic features, geographic conditions and
social stratum. Targeting ar different class of users, dif-
ferent daily load curves of electrical equipments can be
drawn. These curves indicates the electrical characteris-
tics, including time intervals, effective factors of electricity
consumption, etc.

Based on the classification analysis, the total demand
response from a region or a kind of users can be available
through polymerization. Meanwhile, the analysis results will
work in designing incentive demand response mechanism.
Liu et al. [115] provided a power demand model which
is derived from workload models and cooling demands of
the data center. Specifically, they calculated the total power
demand by: d(t) = dIT (t) + c(dIT (t)), where dIT (t) repre-
sents the total Information Technology (IT)workload demand
at time t which is the energy necessary to serve demand,
and function c() represents cooling power demand which is
associated with IT demand dIT . Note that PUE(t) means the
Power Usage Effectiveness (PUE) at time t , thus, c(dIT (t))
can be calculated by c(dIT (t)) = (PUE(t)− 1) ∗ dIT (t).
Goyena and Acciona [116] proposed an energetic balance

algorithm to warranty the electric demand in a large energy
storage system. This system analyzes the measured data
constantly and commits for high accuracy.In this algo-
rithm, electric demand situations of overproduction and
underproduction are distinguished. Compared with the
none-renewable production, renewable production has been
considered as the priority in order to meet the energy demand.
According to the results of this balance algorithm, data-
storage level will be increased, decreased or limited.

C. ELECTRIC VEHICLES
Electric Vehicles becomes a promising alternative transporta-
tion method which is related to the smart grid domain. With
the increasing number of EVs, many problems in various
areas of EVs such as performance evaluation, driving range
and battery capacity become great concerns by researchers.

Besides, EV is one of the typical application examples of
big data. Therefore, most of the issues above can be handled
with big data technologies. For instance, Wu et al. [117]
launched the EV grid integration study based on driving
patterns analysis. Recently, most researches are focused on
analyzing the energy efficiency, addressing routing prob-
lems by recording driving data, estimating the driving range.
Su and Chow [118] proposed an Estimation of Distribution
Algorithm (EDA) based on big data theories to allocate elec-
tric energy intelligently to EVs. The simultaneous connection
of a large number of EVs to the power grid may have a
influence on quality and stability of the overall power system.
This proposed algorithm was devoted to optimally manage
a large number of EVs charging at a municipal parking lot.
Midlam-Mohler et al. [119] focused on the the analysis of
energy efficiency via recording driving data. They developed
a data collection system to support the study which allows
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data acquired not only from disparate data sources that are
available on most modern vehicles but from supplemental
instrumentation as well.

As for the issues on EVs charging and driving range,
Rahimi-Eichi et al. [120] proposed another range estima-
tion framework based on big data technology which can
collect energy data with various structures from various
resources and incorporate them via the range estimation
algorithm. They also used historical and real-time data for
simulation and thus calculated the remaining driving range.
Zhang and Grijalva [121] proposed a data-driven queuing
model for EV charging demand through performing big
data analysis on smart meter measurements. In addition,
Zhang et al. [122] focused on the charging-transaction-record
EV data for better charging service, by detecting, analyz-
ing, and correcting the abnormal data with error types and
distributed locations. Soares et al. [123] presented a novel
methodology based on Monte Carlo Simulation (MCS) to
estimate the possible EVs states referring to their locations
and periods of connection in the power grid. Futhermore,
Lee and Wu [124] provided a EV-battery big data modeling
method which has been used to improve the driving range
estimation of EVs, using data cloud analysis and processing
technologies. The authors first presented a simple approach
to project life cycles of battery packs based on collected test
data. The operating voltage of a battery pack E(I ,SOC,T ) can
be evaluated by:

E(I ,SOC,T ) = OCV(SOC,T ) − I (R(SOC,T ) + ηr(I ,SOC,T ) )r,

where I means the current, SOC is noted as the state of
charge, T represents the temperature, OCV is short for the
open circuit voltage, R is the resistance of battery cell and
η represents the resistance caused by polarization. Then they
used a machine learning approach to cluster the collected EV
data by ever-increasing hierarchical self-organizing maps.

VII. ENERGY BIG DATA: CHALLENGES
Coming from wide various sources, the volume of energy big
data is increasing at an exponential speed. At the same time,
difficulties also arise up in data storage, mining, querying,
processing, etc. Therefore, cryptography technologies, fuzzy
data computing, qualified data processing are all essential for
big data applied better in smart grid.

A. DATA UNCERTAINTY
Data uncertainty comes from data complexity. Because of
the complicated and distributed smart grid, the sources and
forms of energy big data become diverse. There is no need or
unrealistic to obtain accurate data samples or give a precise
response. Therefore, uncertain data mining and imprecise
data querying are presented for data uncertainty [125].

1) UNCERTAIN DATA MINING
Previous applications in smart grid using traditional data
mining techniques require the data samples be accurate
or with definite values. However, in the latest decades,
there have been some researches conducted to capture the

uncertain factors of the data, which are common in the big
data applications [15], [126]. These techniques often assume
a distribution of the data values based on a probabilistic
method, and then generate the probabilistic results of data
mining. For example, the K-means clustering algorithm was
optimized to the UK-means clustering algorithm through
specifying a data object from an uncertain region with
an uncertain probabilistic distribution method [15]. In the
UK-means clustering algorithm, the precise error and
the cluster number of a data object are less important.
Tsang et al. [126] developed a decision tree classifier used for
uncertain data and proposed the related improved algorithms.
Extension of classical decision tree in building algorithms
was proposed in to handle data tuples without certain values.

2) IMPRECISE DATA QUERYING
In the traditional data querying techniques used in smart grid,
the precise results are required in the DataBase Management
System (DBMS) according to the query conditions. In recent
years, a lot of querying and indexing techniques began to con-
sider about the uncertainty of the data. Instead of giving the
precise response, these techniques estimate data uncertainty
and provide probabilistic guarantee. For instance, the uncer-
tainty of the data has been modeled as the stochastic value
within certain limits, and the data queries have been classified
into different classes. Different algorithms are then developed
to compute the probabilistic answers. Chen and Cheng [127]
studied location data with uncertainty and classified the
query issues into two types, according to the degree of data
uncertainty.

B. DATA QUALITY
Due to the multiple origins of big data in the compli-
cated power system, the smart grid database always contains
incomplete, inconsistent and uncorrected data. Therefore, a
series of data preprocessing technologies are necessary to
improve the data quality, especially after uncertain data min-
ing and imprecise querying [128].

Data preprocessing contains data manipulation, compres-
sion and normalization of the older data into improved for-
mat [129]. Data manipulation refers to transformation, which
is used to reduce the impact from data fault sensing and pro-
vide more reliable energy data. The compression operation
is used for massive data measurements to be reduced into a
reasonable extent. Meanwhile, the normalization technology
is used to regulate the collected data by minimizing its noise,
inconsistencies and incompleteness of data. These three oper-
ations are main components of data preprocessing but the
order is not unique.

Furthermore, different regulations on big data cause con-
flicts between collaborators and lead to inconvenience in
smart grid. Therefore, a unified and complete system standard
needs to be set up in the future.

C. QUANTUM CRYPTOGRAPHY FOR DATA SECURITY
Since the large amount of data is stored inmultiple distributed
grids, it is difficult to monitor the security of data storage
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in real time. However, most data involve personal privacy,
commercial secrets, financial information, etc. It causes the
problem of data larceny, which has become increasingly
serious. Therefore, some kinds of cryptography technologies
have been proposed by researches to solute security problems
of big data in energy domain.

Modern cryptography technique is based on the Rack Scale
Architecture (RSA), which is especially used for the hardly
factoring large data [130]. In 1994, Peter Shor discovered
that quantum computers can handle discrete logarithm oper-
ation [131] and this would lead to the loss of the efficiency
of the RSA architecture. Since the quantum computers have
been put into use recently, a new data cryptograph technology
called quantum cryptography [132] is considered as the next
generation cryptography solution. The quantum cryptogra-
phy can absolutely guarantee the security of smart grid data
based on the quantum mechanics. In this technology, the data
is encoded as qubits instead of transmitting bits and different
directions will affect the qubit’s polarization. The quantum
key distribution begins when a large amount of qubits are sent
from the sender to the receiver. If an eavesdropper wants to
get the information about any qubit, he will have to measure
it. However, having no idea about the qubit’s polarization, the
eavesdropper can only process it by guess and then transmit
another randomly polarized qubit to the receiver. All these
operations are under the surveillance. At the end of quantum
key distribution, the key will be identified safe or not by a
brief testing.

VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we gave an introduction on big data and power
grid, presented the background in the aspects of related work,
techniques and tools for energy big data. Then, we discussed
the important role of big data, which brought efficiency and
accuracy to the power system. Furthermore, an integrated
architecture was introduced for the big data analysis, and
we discussed the key techniques of big data in the energy
system in four categories: data acquisition and storing, data
correlation analysis, crowd-sourced data control and data
visualization. As another crucial part of the energy big data,
the security in the power system was illustrated in aspects of
privacy, integrity, authentication and the third-party protec-
tion. We also discussed the applications of energy big data in
branches of renewable energy, energy demand response, and
electric vehicles. Finally, we listed some challenges need to
be addressed about data uncertainty, quality and security.
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